Introduction-The method of linear integral equations is an important tool in the theory of conformal mapping of plane simply-connected domains and in the boundary value problems of two-dimensional potential theory, in general. It yields a simple existence proof for solutions of such boundary value problems and leads to an effective construction of the required solution in terms of geometrically convergent NeumannLiouville series. The convergence quality of these series is of considerable practical importance and has been discussed by various authors [4, 5, 6, 7] . It depends on the numerical value of the lowest nontrivial eigen value of the corresponding homogeneous integral equation which is an important functional of the boundary curve of the domain in question. Ahlfors [1, 10] gave an interesting estimate for this eigen value in terms of the extreme quasi-conformal mapping of the interior of this curve onto its exterior. Warschawski [15] gave a very useful estimate for it in terms of the corresponding eigen value of a nearby curve which allows often a good estimate of the desired eigen value in terms of a well-known one. This method is particularly valuable for special domains, for example, nearly-circular or convex ones.
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It is the aim of the present paper to study the eigen functions and eigen values of the homogeneous Fredholm equation which is connected with the boundary value problem of two-dimensional potential theory. In particular, we want to obtain a sharp estimate for the lowest nontrivial eigen value in terms of function theoretic quantities connected with the curve considered. The steps of our investigation might become easier to understand by the following brief outline of our paper.
In § 1 we define the eigen values and eigen functions considered and transform the basic integral equation into a form which exhibits more clearly the interrelation with analytic function theory and extend the eigen functions as harmonic functions into the interior and the exterior of the curve. The boundary relations between these harmonic extensions are discussed and utilized to provide an example of a set of eigen functions and eigen values for the case of ellipses.
In § 2 we show the significance of the eigen value problem for the theory of the dielectric Green's function which depends on a positive parameter ε and is defined in the interior as well as the exterior of the curve. This Green's function has an immediate electrostatic interpretation and its theoretical value consists in the fact that it permits a continuous transition from the Green's function of a domain to its Neumann's function. All dielectric Green's functions permit simple series developments in terms of the eigen functions and eigen values studied and the possible applications of these series developments to inequalities in potential theory are briefly indicated. Finally, it is shown that analytic completion of the dielectric Green's functions leads ultimately to univalent analytic functions in the interior as well as the exterior domain. This will lead, on the one hand, to interesting information on potential theoretical questions by use of the numerous distortion theorems of conformal mapping. On the other hand, we obtain in this way a one-parameter family of conformal maps of the domains which start with the identity and end up with the normalized mapping onto a circle. This parametrization is of importance in the theory of univalent functions; it is entirely different from the Lδwner parametrization of univalent functions [8] .
In § § 3 and 4 we derive formulas for the variation of the various eigen values and dielectric Green's functions. We use at first interior variations and are thus able to derive precise variational formulas with uniform estimates for the error terms. By superposition of interior variations and simple transformations we can easily derive variational formulas of the Hadamard type. It is seen that the variational formula for the dielectric Green's function is surprisingly similar to that for the ordinary Green's function. It is seen that the circle is a curve for which all nontrivial eigen values are infinite. Thus, the circle leads to a homogeneous integral equation with an eigen value of infinite degeneracy and the usual perturbation theory cannot be applied. We show, therefore, by a special argument how eigen values for nearlycircular domains can be obtained.
Finally, we apply in § 5 the variational formula for the eigen values to a simple extremum problem for the lowest one which leads ultimately to the desired inequality. A characteristic difficulty, however, has to be overcome in this problem. It appears that the eigen values are only continuous functionals of the curve if the curve is deformed in such a way that normals in corresponding points are turned very little. Such a side condition is hard to preserve under general variations. We introduce, therefore, the concept of uniformly analytic curves which is closely related to the theory of univalent functions. Extremum problems within the class of uniformly analytic curves are easy to handle and the problem of the existence of extremum curves is likewise of very elementary nature. As the end result of our study an inequality then appears which estimates the lowest nontrivial Fredholm eigen value from below in terms of the modulus of uniform analyticity. This quantity is, however, easy to determine if a specific analytic curve is prescribed. It seems that the concept of uniform analyticity may play a useful role in many further extremum problems and variational investigations. As a side result of our study we obtain a new class of plane curves for which the Fredholm eigen functions and eigen values can be computed explicitly.
l
The Fredholm eigen values. Let C be a closed curve in the complex z-plane which is three times continuously differentiable; we denote the interior of C by D and its exterior by D. The kernel
is a continuous function of both argument points as these vary on the curve C only. We understand by the differentiation in direction of dn ζ the normal at ζ on C pointing into D.
The first boundary value problem of potential theory with respect to the domain D can be reduced to the inhomogeneous integral equation
while the second boundary value problem can be solved by reduction to an integral equation with transposed kernel
In view of the Fredholm alternative in the theory of integral equations one is then led naturally to discuss the eigen values and eigen functions of the corresponding homogeneous integral equation
These functional of C play an important role in the potential theory of the domains D and D as shall be seen in the following considerations. In this section we shall give a brief survey of their theory and various transformations of the integral equation (3) which will be used later.
We introduce the harmonic function (4) />>(*) =-which is defined in D and £>; for the sake of clarity, we shall denote it by h{z) if its argument point lies in D. By the well-known discontinuity behavior of the kernel (1), we have the limit relations, valid for an arbitrary point z o eC:
On the other hand, the normal derivative of a double-layer potential goes continuously through the curve C which carries the charge and, hence, Combining (7) with (7') and observing the boundary relations (5) and (6) between h v {z) and h v (z), we obtain
(Λ4l)Jtf |C ^| 9D efine two analytic functions in D and D, respectively, by the formulas
Differentiating (9) and (10) with respect to z, one obtains easily (12) tΦH-M ffiE , ^HU β . In the transition from the integral equations (3) defined on C to the integral equations (13), (13') defined in D and D, we have lost one particular eigen function. Indeed, if h(z)=const, were one of our eigen functions h^(z) it would have been cancelled out in the differentiation (11) . But by (5) , & v (2)=const. implies φ v (^)=const. on C and from (3) and the identity (14) -If k(z,
follows, in fact, that each constant is an eigen function of (3) with the eigen value λ=-hl. The eigen value Λ=+l plays an exceptional role in the entire Poincare-Fredholm theory of the boundary value problem; the fact that the equations (13), (13') lead to all other eigen values and their corresponding eigen functions and eliminate λ = 4-1 represents, therefore, a strong argument in favor of this transition. Let z(s) be the parametric representation of C in terms of its length parameter s. Then (15) 2'=^? ds will be the unit vector in tangential direction to C. The boundary relations (5) and (6) Our formulas (13) , (13') and (19), (20) imply that the functions Hence (22) 
Hence, putting
and adding an appropriate constant we find for z e C:
These are the boundary relations between h v and h v but with -λ v instead of /l v This proves our assertion. If we start conversely from the complex integral equations (13) and (13') and consider any eigen function v v (z) with the eigen value λ v , it will be observed that e ia v v (z) is also an eigen function to the eigen value λ v e~n < *. Hence, if we focus our attention on the integral equations (12) or (13) we may assume without loss of generality that Λ v is a real positive eigen value. Calculating backward, we can easily see that each such eigen value is also an eigen value of the Fredholm integral equation (4) We have in view of (18) the boundary relations on C:
w^y^^δ^?
from (19) and (20) 
Since the conjugation ζ means just -on |C 1 = 1 it is easier to guess solutions in this form. Let, for example,
This means that C is an ellipse. Let us put (40) and (41) Condition (38) will be fulfilled if we put 1 b
Define TF(/)=Ud/and W(f)=\wdf. Then (40) and (41) 
cz +d
In fact, let
It follows from (33) that the w* and ί&* form an orthonormal set of analytic functions in Z?* and D* y respectively. Since we have on C*
it is also obvious that (34) is fulfilled which shows that wf and w* are, in fact, the normalized eigen functions of the domains Z)* and Z)*. In particular, we note that the eigen values λ v of a domain are unchanged under linear transformation. Similar domains, for example, have the same set of eigen values.
2 The dielectric problem. The consideration of the electrostatic field of a point source at ζ in the presence of a dielectric medium in D with the dielectric constant e leads to the following heuristic definition of a Green's function GAz, ζ):
(e) \og\z\-hG 9 (z f C)->0 if a:->oo, for ζeD or CeZλ It is easily seen that G s (z, ζ) is uniquely determined by these conditions and that it satisfies the symmetry condition
We may construct G s (z, ζ) by means of a line potential as follows. Let ζeD and put
This set-up satisfies automatically conditions (a), (b) and (c); we can fulfill condition (e) by the requirement
and finally (d) by solving the integral equation
As long as ε > 0 this equation can be solved in a unique way since -~ < 1 and all eigen values of the corresponding homogeneous in-1-f ε tegral equation are larger or equal to one in absolute value. One verifies also from (4) that condition (3) is automatically fulfilled. In a similar way we proceed for ζ e D. The integral equation (4) indicates already the close relation between the Green's function G ζ (z, ζ) and the Fredholm eigen functions. We obtain a further insight from the Dirichlet identities:
Here we use δ(ζ) and δ(ζ) as defined in (1.8) . Identity (6) is valid in spite of the logarithmic pole of G z at infinity since Jι v (z) vanishes there.
Adding (5) and (6) and using (1.6), we obtain ( 7 ) Putting (8) P^Γ^Ί and using the boundary relations (1.5) and (d), we find:
Thus, finally,
The eigen functions h^{z) connected with the Fredholm equation appear thus as the eigen functions of the integral equation in D :
Let G(z, C) be the ordinary Green's function of D; obviously (11) Hence we obtain for h v (z) the integral equation (12) with the regular harmonic kernel
Let ( 
jc dn
Observe that the only constant element in 2 is the function h = 0. All h v (z) lie in Σ; in view of (12) and the symmetry of K s (z, ζ) we may assume that they are orthonormalized by the conditions (17) Jj /Av .
and it is easily seen that they form a complete orthonormal set in Σ [3] . If we use the conditions (c) and (e) in the definition of G ε (z, ζ), we can show that the function (18) h(z)=K e (z, O-r lies in Σ. Hence we have for it the following series development
The Fourier coefficients in this development have been calculated from (12) ; the series converges uniformly in each closed subdomain of D. Suppose next ζeD and consider the harmonic function
It is easily seen that h(z) e Σ. Hence we may develop h(z) into a series in the complete orthonormal system h y (z). Using (10), we find
This series converges for ζeD and z in a closed subdomain of D.
Observe that by definition of G s (z, ζ) we have for e=l
Hence (19) contains the following series representation for the ordinary Green's function of D:
On the other hand, (21) reduces for ε=l to (24) ±^h
In a similar way we can derive series developments for G z (z, ζ) in the exterior D of C. Observe that in view of the boundary conditions (1.5) and (1.6) the normalization (17) of the h v {z) implies (25) ί f
Let Σ be the linear function space consisting of all functions h(z) which are harmonic in Z), have a finite Dirichlet integral there and which vanish at infinity. Clearly the {ρ\ n h v {z)} form a complete orthonormal set in Σ.
On the other hand, let G{z, ζ) be the Green's function of D. Then it is easily verified that by condition (e) and (14) (
lies in Σ. Again using the Dirichlet formula (10), we find
Putting, in particular, e=l, we obtain by virtue of (22):
We have thus shown that all dielectric Green's functions can be constructed simultaneously and in D as well as in D, once the system of eigen functions h v (z) and the corresponding eigen values λ v are known. Numerous inequalities can be drawn from these representations. We shall restrict ourselves to one single example. Denote, for ζeD,
The functions g s (z, ζ) and g(z f ζ) represent the potentials induced by a unit pole at ζ in the presence of the dielectric in Ό, and in the presence of the grounded conductor C, respectively. We find from (19)
Since e~y represents the electrostatic capacity of the conductor C, we obtain an interesting estimate for the dielectric reaction potential in terms of capacity constants connected with the conductor surface C. For ε=l, we have g x {ζ, ζ)=0 and hence
This is an inequality connecting the inner and the outer Green's function of C; in the case that C is a circumference and ζ is its center, this inequality becomes an equality. Up to this point we stressed the connection between the Green's function G{z, ζ) and the eigen functions h v {z). Since the Fredholm eigen functions appear also in the theory of the second boundary value problem, we should also expect some relations between the h v {z) and the Neumann's function of the domain D.
The Neumann's function is usually defined by its constant normal derivative on C
and by the linear homogeneous side condition
In order to operate within the class Σ, characterized by (16), we introduce the functions
It is easily verified that h{z)eΣ. Since obviously and consequently in view of (16) valid for each h^z):
JjD jo dn
Since h(z) 6 Σ and the h y (z) are a complete orthonormal system in Σ, we have the Fourier development
This formula is useful to establish the exact asymptotics of the function G ε (z, C) as ε -> 0 as can be seen from formula (19). The dielectric Green's functions G ε (z, ζ) are closely related to a set of interesting univalent analytic functions. In order to show this connection we complete the harmonic functions G s (z, ζ) to analytic functions in z. We will obtain, of course, two entirely different functions when z lies in D or D. Let us denote the analytic completion of G ε (z, ζ) by P z {z, ζ) iΐ zeD and by P s (z, ζ) For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume in the following consideration that C is an analytic curve. There exists, therefore, an analytic function z=f(t) which maps a neighborhood of a segment of the real axis in the ί-plane onto a neighborhood of a given arc of C. The function G s (z, ζ) becomes a harmonic function g(t) to both sides of the segment. It goes continuously through the segment, but its normal derivatives satisfy the discontinuity law (39) δ ? + e^? =o for real t.
dn dn
Let (40) P(t)=Ps(f(t), 0, v(t)-Hf(t\ ζ).
We find easily for t in the segment and in view of the described discontinuity behavior of g(t):
We can combine the two relations (41) into the one equation:
This formula allows an analytic continuation of p'(t) into the upper halfplane and of p\t) into the lower. This proves that p\t) and p'{t) are still analytic on the segment of the real axis in the ί-plane. Re-turning to the z-plane we can infer that the functions
are analytic beyond the curve C. Thus we proved that the two determinations of the Green's functions G z (z, ζ) are still regular harmonic on C if C is an analytic curve. We derive from (40) and (42) Since we assume throughout e > 0, we see that the ratio (44) always lies in the right half of the complex plane. This implies (45) ΛargP;(z, ζ)=Δκc«P [(z, ζ) if z runs through the curve C in the positive sense with respect to D.
But by the argument principle we have
where P, Z are the numbers of zeros and poles of P' z in D and P, Z have the same meaning with respect to P s and D. In case some zero of Pg should lie on C, we can deform the curve in such a way that it does not contain any zero and draw the same conclusion in view of the analyticity of P g ' and P' z on C. We know by definition that if ζeD we have
Hence, from (45), (46) and (47) The importance of our result lies in the fact that the numerous distortion theorems of univalent function theory are now at our disposal in order to derive estimates of the various potential theoretical quantities connected with G e (z, ζ) in terms of the geometry of the curve C.
Let us observe, further, that for ε=l the function/^) represents the identity mapping while for ε=0we conclude from (21) that
is the univalent function which maps D onto the exterior of a circle of radius e~y and which has at infinity the derivative one. Thus we can interpolate a continuous sequence of univalent mappings between the identity map of D and its normalized mapping onto the exterior of a circle. The preceding considerations show clearly the significance of the Fredholm eigen values and eigen functions for the dielectric problem and the general potential theory of the curve C. A generalization of most concepts to the physically more interesting case of three dimensions is easily done.
3. The variation of the eigen values. The variation of the eigen values λ v under a variation of the curve C can be determined by using the variational theory of the Green's function and of the various kernel functions connected with it [3] . In this paper we wish to give a straightforward and elementary derivation of the variational formulas.
Let z 0 be an arbitrary fixed point in D and consider the mapping For small enough a this will be a univalent mapping of C into a new smooth curve C*. Let us denote its eigen values by λ* and its eigen functions by wt(z). We have used various eigen function definitions in the domain D; the w*{z) shall play the same role with respect to Z)* (the domain bounded by C*) as the w v (z) defined in Section 1 played with respect to D.
We have the integral equation
(2) ^.ifWCW), z *eD*.
Let us define
This is a regular analytic function in D since (1) maps D univalently onto D* where w*(z*) is analytic. Using (3), we can rewrite (2) into the simpler form
We have thus referred all variables back to our original domain D, but Λ* and m v (z) appear now as the eigen values and eigen functions of an integral equation with slightly changed kernel. We may transform the new integral equation (4) by easy calculations into (5) Observe that by the definition (3) we have ( 6 ) JJ Jm>(z)\*dτ=^Jw*(z*)?dτ*=l .
We have thus to determine the normalized eigen functions m y (z) to the integral equation (5) which differs from our original equation (1.13) by an α-term which can be estimated uniformly in z for z Q eD fixed. Let us define the analytic function [3] ( 7 )
It is well-known that for every function f(z) which is analytic in D and for which fί \f\ 2 dτ < oo holds Under our assumptions about the boundary curve C of D, it can be shown that l(z, C) is continuous in both variables in the closed region D+C. Thus (5) can be put into the form:
while w v (z) satisfies the unperturbed integral equation (11) wjz)= Now we can apply the general perturbation theory for regular kernels [9] and state that the eigen functions m v (z) and the eigen values λ* are analytic functions of the perturbation parameters a and a and can be developed in power series in them. For a=0, λ* will coincide with λ y while m v (z) will then lie in the linear space spanned by the eigen functions of (11) Inserting (12) and (13) into (10) and making use of (11), we find
We multiply this identity with w£*°(z) and integrate over D. We use the orthonormality of the w^{z) f the symmetry of l{z 9 ζ) and the integral equation (11) . We also make use of the fact that by ( In particular, if Λ v is a simple (nondegenerate) eigen value, we have the simple variational formula (21) ^v == |α|./c v == -π(λl-l)R{awJίztf} .
Let us suppose next that we perform a variation (1) of the curve C but now with z Q e D. Since the mapping (1) is regular and univalent in I), we can repeat the entire argument by interchanging the roles of D and D. We thus find We used the method of interior variations (1) in order to reduce the variational problem for the λ v explicitly to the theory of perturbation in classical integral equation theory. The formulas obtained are also very convenient in various extremum problems regarding the λ v as we shall show later. It seems, however, desirable to give also a variational formula for deformations of C which are described by the normal shift dn of each point on C. For this purpose we put 
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It can easily be verified from (1.34) that on C Thus we may replace w by w in formulas (27) and (29); since transition from D to D implies also a change of sign of the interior normal, the end result is unchanged. Thus the variational formula of the Hadamard type (29) is entirely symmetric with respect to the two complementary domains considered. If we had chosen £ Q ei), we would have obtained the same end result (29). We derived (29) in the case of a particular variation of the type (1). But since a variational formula depends linearly and additively on the variation, and since we can approximate general (^-variations by superposition of special variations of the type (1), we can extend (29) to the most general case of a <5^-variation.
The value of the variational formula (29) is of heuristic nature; it shows the dependence of λ y on the geometry of C For a precise study of extremum problems it is preferable to apply the variational formulas based on interior variations of the type (1).
We can derive, however, interesting monotonicity results by means of (29). Let, for example, z^f{u) give the conform&l mapping of the unit circle |^|<1 onto the domain Zλ Let G r be the image under this map of the circumference \tι\*=*r<l; and let λ(r), w{z, r) denote, say, the yth eigen value and eigen function of C r . We assume, for the sake of simplicity, that λ(r) is nondegetverate and then easily derive from (29) The function
is regular analytic for \u\<Lr hence the second integral in (29') vanishes by Cauchy's integral theorem and we obtain logλ(r)= ~\ \F r {n)f ds % <0.
The eigen values λ(r) of the level curves C r are rnonotonically decreasing if r increases. For every function F{u) which is regular analytic for \u\<Lr holds the obvious inequality \F{u)fdτ. In order to apply the usual perturbation method of integral equation theory we had to replace the integral equation (1.13) with singular kernel by the integral equation (11) which has the regular symmetric kernel l(z, ζ). The necessity for this transition becomes clear when we consider the exceptional case that C is a circumference. In this case (and only then), we have l(z, ζ)=0. The original integral equation (1.13) has only the eigen value Λ=oo and each function f(z) which is analytic in D is an eigen function.
In fact, suppose for the sake of simplicity that C is the unit circumference z z=l. We have
By means of the residue theorem we conclude therefore iff Wr\ ί° ( 32) 1 ΛO \ zr \z / This equation proves our statement that λ=<χ> is the only eigen value of (1.13) in this case and that it is of infinite degeneracy. Our variational theory does not work in this exceptional case. However, let |z o |>l and C* be the image of \z\ = l under the variation (1). We define its eigen function w*(z) and by (3) a function m v (z) which is regular analytic in D. It satisfies the integral equation (5) which, in view of (32) (1), we can still derive an asymptotic formula for the eigen values λ* obtained. Thus we have shown that the eigen values for nearly circular domains can be obtained asymptotically in spite of the fact that the circle has an infinitely degenerate eigen value.
We showed at the end of § 1 that the eigen values of an ellipse can be calculated explicitly. This result is a particular case of our preceding investigation since the exterior of the ellipse is obtained from the exterior of the unit circle by a transformation (1) with £ 0 =0 and There are relatively few domains for which the eigen values and eigen functions of the Fredholm integral equation are known. It is, therefore, important to possess at least an asymptotic formula for the eigen values of nearly circular domains which admits many arbitrary parameters. Such formulas are particularly useful when one wishes to test hypotheses with respect to the eigen values of general domains. 4 The variation of the dielectric Green's function* In this section we want to derive the formula for the variation of the dielectric Green's function G 2 (z, ζ) defined in § 2. It will appear that it possesses a very simple variational formula which is quite similar to that for the ordinary Green's function of a plane domain. We shall again consider the interior variation (1) 3* = 3 + -a --Z~Z Q which transforms the curve C into a curve C* defining the two complementary domains D* and D*. Let G?(z, ζ) be the corresponding dielectric Green's function to the parameter ε.
If z ύ eD, the mapping (1) will be univalent and regular in D for small enough a hence the function z-z 0 Cwill be harmonic in D. It will also be harmonic in D, except for the interior of a circle of radius |α] 1/2 around the point z Q . The function Γ ζ (z, ζ) will have logarithmic poles at infinity and for z=ζ as follows from the definition of G 2 (z, ζ).
We consider now Green's identity:
Observe that in view of the conformality of (1) on C the function I\(z, C) has the same continuity (and discontinuity) property on C as the original function G e (z, C) Hence we may transform (3) into
Now we can apply Green's identity with respect to the domain D after removing from it the interior of the circle \z-~z o \ = \a\ m which we denote by c. Let us assume that neither z nor ζ lie inside c; then (4) yields (5) (z, CH~f ( \r Έ (t, 2πJcL G,(t, ζ f ψ dn dn We have now fully utilized the boundary behavior of G 9 (z, ζ) . The evaluation of the c-integral follows exactly the lines of the calculation for the ordinary Green's function. We put for tec (6) ί^+WV* and evaluate the right-hand integral in (5) by power series development. We define again two analytic functions of z, namely p 2 (z, ζ) and pf (z, ζ) , by
Further,
Then the usual calculations yield
Further series development leads to the simple result
This is exactly the same variational formula as for the ordinary Green's function [12, 13] . It has been derived for z o eD. If we had chosen z o eD instead of D analogous calculations would have been applicable. We could start with
Using the discontinuity of -ί? on C, we find dn
and by means of Green's identity In this case the same procedure as before yields the result for z d eD:
Observe the factor which is now introduced into (13) and causes e a slight change in the variational formula. We have thus derived a very elegant variational formula for the dielectric Green's function its significance is seen from the numerous applications of its analogue in the case of the ordinary Green's function [12, 13, 14] .
As mentioned in § 2, the function P s (z, ζ) consists in reality of two analytic functions, say, P 8 (s, ζ) iίzeD and P 2 (z, ζ) if zeD. The boundary behavior of G s (z, ζ) as described in § 2 implies for zeC We can combine the variational formulas (9) and (13) into the integral form:
By use of (14) this can be simplified to
with This is the Hadamard type variational formula for the dielectric Green's function which has been proved in a precise manner through use of our interior variational method. Since we can also write (16) in the form
it is evident that if ζeD the expression (G e (z, ζ) + εϊog \z~-ζ\) z=ζ depends monotonically upon the domain D while for ζeb the same is true for (G 9 (z, ζ)+\og\z -ζ\) β .ζ. In a similar way many other expressions can be constructed which have a definite factor of δnds under the integral sign and which depend, therefore, monotonically upon D. The application of Hadamard ? s formula in order to obtain inequalities and comparison theorems for functional connected with G 2 (z, ζ) is obvious.
For e=l, we have G e (z, ζ)= -log\z-ζ\ independently of the domain.
For this reason the factor ( 1) must occur in the variational for-\ ε / mulas (16) and (18).
We showed at the end of § 2 that the mapping of a domain onto a circle can be connected with the identical mapping by a one-parameter family of univalent functions which are closely related to the dielectric Green's functions. For this reason it is of interest to compute the derivative of G B (z, ζ) with respect to ε.
We start with Green's identity and with ε>0, e>0:
2πi 2πic
Using the boundary relations of G 8 and G e on C and Green's identity with respect to D, we find
ε -e ε 2πε Jc On
Passing to the limit ε=e, we then obtain
The symmetry of this expression is more clearly exhibited in the form
This result could also have been obtained by straightforward calculation from (2.19) and its analogues.
It is obvious how numerous monotonicity results can be derived from expression (22) by considering combinations with positive derivative. This formula can also be used in order to develop G s in powers of ε. The formula is particularly useful in a more detailed discussion of the mapping functions f e (z), defined in § 2 however, we do not enter into this subject in the present paper.
5, An extremum problem for the Fredholm eigen values* We shall now proceed to apply the variational formulas of § 3 to an important extremum problem for the lowest Fredholm eigen value of a given curve C. In order to explain the formulation of the problem considered we start with the following observation. Let C be a three times continuously differentiable curve as was supposed throughout if λ 1 is its lowest eigen value we have shown that λ λ^> l. Now let C* be a continuum which consists of all points of C plus a segment which has one endpoint on C and the other in D let λf be its lowest eigen value. It can be shown that λf = l however small the additional segment of C* is thus two curves in an arbitrary Frechet neighborhood can have very different lowest Fredholm eigen values.
The fact that λ 1 depends in this discontinuous way on its defining curve C makes it difficult to frame significant extremum problems for it. The side condition on C of three continuous derivatives is, on the one hand, somewhat unnatural and, on the other hand, hard to preserve under variation. We shall restrict ourselves, therefore, in this section to the consideration of analytic curves, but even in this case λ 1 can come as near as we wish to 1. In fact, formula (1.45) shows that we can find ellipses with λ Ύ arbitrarily near 1. We have, therefore, to sharpen the concept of an analytic curve by introducing the concept of uniform analyticity of a curve. A curve C is called analytic if it is mapped by a regular univalent function z=f(ζ) from the unit circum-ference | Cl = l. f(ζ) must be regular and univalent in some circular ring r<|C|<iϋwith r<l<jβ. The class of all curves C which are analytic and belong to functions f(ζ) which are regular and univalent in a fixed ring (r, R) shall be called the class of uniformly analytic curves with the modulus of analyticity (r, R).
Because of the normality of the family of univalent functions in a fixed region the concept of uniform analyticity lends itself easily to the construction of significant extremum problems. In particular, let us ask for the minimum value of λ x within the family of all uniformly analytic curves with modulus (r, R).
We may consider our problem as an extremum problem on univalent functions. Given the class of all functions f(ζ) which are regular and univalent in r <^\ζ\<^R, to find one in the class which maps the unit circumference onto a curve C with minimum λ λ . The existence of such a function follows easily from the usual normality arguments and we proceed at once to characterize the extremum function by varying it and comparing it with nearby competing functions.
Since the curve C mapped by the extremum function is analytic and since its λ ι is obviously finite, the lowest eigen value can have only a degeneracy of finite order. and p is a positive parameter which can be chosen arbitrarily small. Let us insert the extremum function z=f(ζ) into (1); we will thus obtain an infinity of competing functions regular and univalent in of the form They define curves C*, the images of | Cl = l by /*(C). If Λ* denotes the lowest eigen value of C*, it defines a root of the secular equation (4); on the other hand, we conclude from the minimum property of C that (5) d^o (p>) and this holds, a fortiori, for all other roots of (4). Hence we can assert that the quadratic form
satisfies the inequality (7) for every choice of the unit vector t l9 •••, t n . Dividing by p 1 and passing to the limit ρ=0, we obtain (8) In particular, we obtain (8') 31 {afiizo) 1 
This inequality holds for every choice of the univalent variation function (1) . We now apply the following theorem [11, 14] :
If for every point z ύ eΓ and every univalent function (1) holds
where s(z 0 ) is regular analytic on Γ, then Γ itself is an analytic curve z(t) which satisfies the differential equation
Hence we can deduce from (8') that Γ satisfies the differential equation (11) \*> \dt In exactly the same way we prove that the extremum function f(ζ) maps the circumference |C|=r onto an analytic arc Γ which satisfies the differential equation (12) ( dz Jw[z(t) f=l.
Let us put
if φ runs from 0 to 2π the image point z(φ) will vary over Γ. We deduce from (12) the inequality
Similarly, we derive from (11) the inequality
We introduce the analytic functions
Clearly, A(ζ) is regular analytic in the ring domain r < \ζ\ < 1 while B(ζ) is regular analytic for 1<|C|<#. (14) and (15) We put and are sure that both series have a ring of common convergence which contains the unit circumference. The functional equations (18) are reflected in the coefficient relations (21) a-n =a n r* n , b-n =b n R™ .
On the other hand, a comparison of coefficients in (19) yields
If we replace n by -n and apply (21), we also find
But (22) and (23) Observe that n=0 is excluded since λ x is surely greater than one. It is sufficient to consider only positive values of n since -n yields the same Λi-value as Λ-n, We may put equation (24) into the form
This form makes it evident that the minimum value of λ λ for fixed r and R is attained for n=l. Hence, for the lowest eigen value λ x which belongs to a uniformly analytic curve C with the modulus (r, R), we have established the inequality:
In order to conclude the investigation we have to show that there exists, in fact, a curve C within the class considered for which equality is attained in (26). This curve can be found by a careful analysis of the variational conditions (11) and (12) . At first we shall state the nature of an extremum curve C and compute its Rvalue from its definition. Later we shall show that C is uniquely determined up to linear transformations, Let us consider the £-plane slit along the linear segment -iμ, + iμ of the imaginary axis and along the segments \x\ ^> 1 of the real axis. Every circular ring r<L\ζ\<LR can be mapped on such a canonical do-
7-)
main the real parameter μ depends on the ratio . For reasons of r symmetry we can obtain that the points ζ=R and ζ=-R are mapped into z=l and z= -l, respectively, while the points ζ=ir and ζ=-ir go into iμ and -iμ. The mapping function f(ζ) has the symmetry properties : (27) and is uniquely defined. Let C be the image of the unit circumference |CI=1 under the mapping z=f(ζ). We want to prove that C is the required extremum curve.
We denote again the interior and exterior of C by D and D } respectively. Observe that the functions which verifies that C is indeed an extremum curve and that our estimate (26) is the best possible one. There remains finally the uniqueness question relative to the extremum curve C. In order to answer it we return to the functions A(ζ) and B(ζ) connected with the extremum function /(£). Since we know now that in their Laurent development all coefficients vanish except for a ly α_! and b l9 6_i, we have by (16), (21) We made the unessential assumption that α x is real which leads to the consequence that 6 X is pure imaginary. We integrate (36 r ) and (37) and find (39) where W(z) and W(z) are properly chosen integrals of w(z) and w(z). The function W(z) is single-valued in D; f(ζ) is regular analytic on \ζ\=r and can be continued somewhat beyond this circumference. It will take values near the continuum Γ after this continuation but these values in the z-plane were already attained for some values ζ in \ζ\ > r. Hence TΓ [/(£)] must take the same values for \ζ\ somewhat larger than r and for some \ζ\ less than r. From (39) we recognize that these corresponding ζ-values must be connected by the equation (40) ^-Γ^^-l! .
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Hence we proved the functional equation for f(ζ):
In exactly the same manner we derive from the second formula (39) the functional equation (42) f( ζ )=f(ψj .
We know already that the extremum function f(ζ) will remain an extremum function after a linear transformation since we showed at the end of § 1 that λ λ does not change under linear transformations. Hence we may assume without loss of generality that and in view of the univalent character of f(ζ) in r<C\ζ\<CR we conclude that f(ζ) has simple zeros and simple poles at these points. It is now easy to obtain for f(ζ) a product representation in terms of its known zeros and poles in the entire C-plane and to identify it with the function which maps the ring r<^\ζ\<^R on the above described slit domain. This completes the uniqueness argument. Let us return to the inequality (26). An important special case deals with all uniformly analytic curves with the modulus (r, oo). This is the class of curves which are images of | Cl = l mapped by functions which are regular and univalent for \ζ\^>r. We find the estimate (45) Λ^r-2 and the extremum curve in this case is the ellipse C which is obtained from |C|=1 by the mapping
(46) z=C + y
This follows directly from (1.45) as well as from our preceding characterization of the extremum domain. The inequality (45) can also be easily derived from the estimate (3.29 V ) thus this particular result could have been proved by means of a Hadamard type variational formula.
As for the class of uniformly analytic functions with the modulus (0, R), we have analogously the estimate (47) Λ^# 2 .
The extremal curve C is obtained from the unit circumference by the mapping We could have obtained the mapping (48) also as a special case of the preceding characterization of the extremum curve C. 6. Concluding remarks. We have restricted ourselves in the present paper to the case of simply connected domains. It is possible to extend a considerable amount of the results to the case of multiplyconnected domains [3, 10, 14] . The investigation becomes, however, more complicated for two reasons. First, we will have a larger number of complementary domains and, second, we will have additional eigen functions belonging to the eigen value one. In fact, let C 19 C 2 , •••, C n denote the n components of the boundary C of the domain D let <o v {z) be that harmonic function in D which takes on C μ the boundary value d yμ . Then it is easily seen that AH other eigen functions of the integral equation (1.13) belong, however, to eigen values which are larger than one. The concept of the dielectric Green's function carries over to the case of higher multiplicity and analogous series developments in terms of the eigen functions of the Fredholm integral equation are possible. Likewise, the different variational formulas can be extended to multiple connectivity. But, clearly, it will be much more difficult to draw simple conclusions from these formulas. One has only to consider the great use made in the preceding section of Laurent series developments in order to appreciate the great simplification introduced by the assumption of a simply connected domain.
